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Real air jordan 1 box

1. Learn how to spot the fake Nike Air Jordan 1 broken backboard with this detailed 30-point step-by-step guide to profiles. 2. The receipt confirms the details of the original receipt, including the payment date, store and amount. You should also have a 9-digit style number as well as a barcode number. 3. Retail Box The new Nike Air Jordan 1 broken backboard is usually lodged in
a powerful shoe box featuring the Nike logo on the lid and sides. The color and style of the box can vary depending on the style and year. Check for errors in brand logos, alignment, alignment, and overall finish quality. Make sure that the ink has not been peeled off cracks or anywhere, especially along the folds of the box. Remember that a real shoe box can be accompanied by a
pair of shoes. 4. The BOX LABEL Nike retail box displays a label on one side detailing the barcode, style name, size, color, country of manufacture, and style number. The style number is typically 9 digits long, with the first six digits representing the style and the last three digits representing the color. Make sure that this style number matches the number inside the shoe and on
the sales receipt. Tip 1: Do a Google image search for Nike+style numbers to see the colors. Tip 2: When scanning barcodes with the Barcode Scanner app, the exact product, including its size, must be accurate. 5. Most, but not all, Nike retail boxes are equipped with date codes stamped inside the box. Take this opportunity to take a closer look at the Swoosh logo printed on the
inside of the box, to make sure that the print is solid and crisp, and that the print is correct for the small R's registered. 6. The lid SWOOSH lid is printed with a small Swoosh R logo on the inside. Make the print solid and clear. Make sure that the typer used is correct. 7. BOX CONSTRUCTION Nike Air Jordan 1 Broken Backboard has a solid box with a solid flat side, make sure the
short side folds to the right and secure it to the base of the box. Note how the fold on the short side has a square top, and you can see a double score line with the sides folded to create a rectangular fold. The long side has thin exposed corrugated edges. 8. BOX TYPE The retail box of the Nike Air Jordan 1 broken backboard has details related to the Nike and Swoosh
trademarks. Make sure that the design is accurate and print quality is high. It also checks the spacing of characters. 9. When you lift the BOX BOXES retail box, the interlocking system is displayed on the short side. Note how far the tab extends through the cutting hole to the base of the box. Take a closer look at the round finger hole and make sure that the red band printed on
the bottom of the box is slightly wrapped around the bottom of the box. This is a great opportunity to get a closer look at the corrugated structure of the corrugated cardboard and you can see the waffle pattern inside the finger hole. 10. Side Profile Nike Air Jordan 1 Broken Backboard has a unique side profile and the toes have a gradual curve upwards. The heel is placed
completely flat on the surface. Make that the tongue is the same height as the collar. Note how the collar itself tilts from the tongue towards the heel. 11. Heel stitch high quality stitch replica can be difficult to replicate. Carefully ensure that the stitching on the heel is tight, straight and evenly spaced to perfectly follow the edges of each panel. Tip: Make sure that the join between
the top and the outsole does not show excessive glue. 12. Heel Tab Nike Air Jordan 1 Shattered Backboard has a tap on the heel. Make sure that this tab folds under the cream panel below it, make sure that there is a horizontal double stitch line running through the heel tab. 13. Spare Race Nike Air Jordan 1 Broken Backboard with extra straps. It's a standard white flat lace and
make sure it's packed in a light plastic bag. 14. SWOOSH Nike Air Jordan 1 shattered backboard will have a swoosh on the side. Make sure the stitches are tight, neat and evenly spaced. Make sure that the stitch perfectly follows the shape of swoosh. Notice the stitch line overlapping with Swoosh, it cuts deep into Swoosh, almost flush with the surface. 15. The Air Jordan logo on
the ankle support area of the color is printed with the Air Jordan logo. Make sure the quality of the print is solid with straight, clean edges. The logo is slightly desboced to the panel to make sure the print is in a register (match). If you make sure that the typer used is correct, you will see that the small TM is not disboxed on the leather like the rest of the logo. 16. Tongue shaped
Nike Air Jordan 1 broken backboard tongue is a single piece of padded fabric. Make sure your tongue is hard enough to stand upright without any support. Make the top edge rounded for comfort and the double stitchline under the logo runs through the side ribs. 17. Look for the LACE LOOP lace loop and make sure it is neatly cut with thick foam and nylon tongue. Make sure that
the edges of the cut are rough and not worn. 18. Tongue Logo Nike Air Jordan 1 Broken Backboard with Nike Air logo on the tongue. Make sure the stitches are hard and clean. Nike's E joins Swoosh and confirms that the typer used is correct. 19. There is a small embroidery type in the tongue label. Check the quality of the embroidery and make sure the stitching is hard and
neat. See how the label is joined to the tongue and how it folds over double stitch lines and sections. Make sure that the typer used is correct. 20. Pay attention to the join between the upper join lace panel and the top, and note the low lace panel taper method to the thin spot below the first eyelet hole on the top lace panel. 21. Inner Lining Nike Air Jordan 1 Broken Backboard has
a unique inner lining panel. Make sure the eyelet holes are cleanly cut off from the lining. Tight, neat and evenly spaced. Specially record the stitch pattern around the top two eyelet holes (22). From the outside of the collar eyelet you can see interesting stitch patterns around the upper eyelet hole. Pay attention to the double stitch lines around the edges of the collar panel, make
sure the stitches are tight, neat and even. 23. Internal label internal label details vary depending on the country, years of manufacture and style. Check the style number (typically a 9-digit number) to see which matches are in the box. MAKE THE TAIL OF FABRICE'S Q START INSIDE THE CIRCLE. Make sure that spelling errors and glue areas are uniform and clean. The
production date of the shoe falls between the two dates indicated on the label. Tip: Do a Google image search for Nike+style numbers to see the colors. 24. TOEBOX HOLES Nike Air Jordan 1 broken backboard punctures the toes for ventilation, to make sure the hole is neatly cut without rough edges. Record the pattern of holes radiing from the center. 25. INSOLE logo Nike Air
Jordan 1 broken backboard has a unique internal sock liner logo. The insole logo, which celebrates Michael Jordan's backboard dunked during a trial match in Italy in 1985, is printed with a backboard and is decorated with a piece of it. Make sure the orange basketball ring has shadows and pieces of glass are shining. 26. Upper Shine It is not easy to see, but the black upper has
a luster when it catches the upper part in the right angle small spots (dots) that glint under bright light. 27. Shoe Tree Nike Air Jordan 1 Broken Backboard is provided with corrugated shoe wood. Shoe trees have a size range for 8.5-10, as well as a Jumpman logo that jumps on them. Make the deboshing sharp and clear. 28. OUTSOLE Nike Air Jordan 1 broken backboard has a
unique sole pattern with pivot points on the front foot for traction and durability. Always check the quality of the sole tread pattern and make sure your shoes are not worn out. 29. SOLE Logo Air Jordan 1 The Nike logo is engraved on the sole of the broken backboard. Check the location of the registered circle R and make sure that the edges of the embossed logo are sharp and
clean. Make sure that the typer used for R is correct. This is a great opportunity to carefully look at the finer patterns of rubber. 30. Make sure that the stars in the SOLE STARS toe section follow the shape in them and that the stars are not cut or overlapped. If your shoes are new, make sure the pattern is high quality and not worn. Buy a full-fledged Jordan 1 shattering
backboard here is a box in a strong shoe box featuring a new Nike logo on the side with a lid in general. Check for errors in brand logos, alignment, alignment, and overall finish quality. The Nike retail box features a label on one side detailing the style name, size, color and country. The style number. Style numbers are typically 9 digits long. The internal label details vary depending
on the year and style. Check the style number (typically a 9-digit number) to see which matches are in the box. MAKE THE TAIL OF FABRICE'S Q START INSIDE THE CIRCLE. The trademark Nike swoosh is impeccably stitched, glued or printed on most pairs of Nike shoes. When inspecting photos, make sure that they are not stitched to standards where adhesion, printing, or
stitching is poor. The tongue of the Nike Jordan 1 should always be bent around the top corner for comfort. The interior and exterior should be made of different materials. The logo is usually in the insole of Jordan 1. It is usually Nike and Swoosh with the air recorded below. The logo may be worn on used shoes. Some styles may have different logos. Nike Jordans 1's out shoes
feature unique patterns and logos. Some styles and limited edition outsoles are different from those shown. The Nike logo is frequently engraved on the soles of the air jordan 1's feet. Make sure that the location of the registered trademark matches what is displayed. It also sees the characters and the appearance of swoosh. High-quality stitch replication can be difficult to
replicate. Carefully check nike's heels for hard, straight, evenly spaced and clean stitching. Complete.
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